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A Narrow Bridge, in its own way, 
is a concert about being a light in the 
darkness — a call to be a beacon of 
hope for those who feel hopeless. The 
concert includes familiar songs from 
both points of view, including “Bridge 
Over Troubled Water,” “The Sound 
of Silence,” “Creep,” and “Light” from 
Next to Normal.

The concert will also feature the 
song cycle Tyler’s Suite, commissioned 
by multiple GALA Chorus members, 
including the San Francisco Gay Men’s 
Chorus, New York City Gay Men’s 
Chorus, and the Turtle Creek Chorale. 
The cycle, which includes songs by 
nine composers, including Stephen 
Schwartz, Ann Hampton Callaway,  
and Jake Heggie, is a reflection on 
the life and death of Tyler Clementi, 
an 18-year-old gay man who took his 
own life after being cyber-bullied by 
his college roommate, as well as the 

response of his family. 
Tyler’s Suite will feature violinist 

Perrin Yang, baritone Daniel Ihasz, 
mezzo-soprano Chandra Downs, tenor  
Alex Kosmowski, and Rochester native 
Tyler Hecht in the title role.

Our performance is made possible in 
part by a grant from the LGBT Giving 
Circle of the Rochester Community 
Foundation. We are so grateful to the 
Giving Circle for their great generosity 
to the Rochester Gay Men’s Chorus, and 
for the impact they have on the Greater 
Rochester LGBTQ community. 

We at the RGMC have pledged to be 
#Upstanders, as defined by the Tyler 
Clementi Foundation as people who 
will not tolerate bullying of any kind, 
and to reach out and be the bridge for 
those who may feel like their options are 
limited or non-existent. 

See more on the following page.

Please note: concerts begin at 7:30

A NARROW BRIDGE

Tickets are $20 general, $17 for 
seniors and students, and $8 for 
children. All adult tickets (including 
seniors and students) will be $25 at 
the door — so purchase in advance 
for the best deal!

Tickets can be purchased online  
at www.thergmc.org, by phone 
at (585) 423-0650, or in person at 
Parkleigh, Equal=Grounds, or from 
RGMC members.

Please note that some language 
during this show may be inappro-
priate for children.

hochstein performance hall

March 18, 2017
7:30 pm

The RochesTeR Gay Men’s choRus

Some lyrics not suitable for children 
for tickets and more information visit www.thergmc.org

ROCHESTER GAY MEN’S CHORUS

interpreted for 
the deaf

Portions of this concert have been underwritten  
by a Grant from the LGBT Giving Circle

featuring:
Tyler Hecht as Tyler Clementi 

Chandra Downs, mezzo-soprano 
Daniel Ihasz, baritone 

Alexander Kosmowski, tenor 
Perrin Yang, RPO violinist

Including the Rochester premiere of Tyler’s Suite

THE LGBT GIVING CIRCLE Adapted from www.racf.org

The LGBT Fund for Greater Rochester was created at the Community Foundation 
in 2011 by a group of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people and allies. 
Through grants from this fund, the LGBT Giving Circle hopes to bridge diversity 
and cultivate community.
The mission and vision sTaTemenTs of The giving circle are as follows:
mission: We unite donors to support organizations that serve, are inclusive of, or 
are allied with the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community to enhance 
and strengthen our region.
vision: Through our sustained support, we will become the region’s largest private 
funder of organizations that improve the lives of LGBT individuals and cultivate a 
better community. 

The Rochester Gay Men’s Chorus is thrilled to be the recipient of a grant from the LGBT 
Giving Circle in support of our performance of Tyler's Suite for our March 2017 concert.



The RGMC is now on Twitter! 
@rocgaychorus

340 Packetts Landing 
Fairport, NY 14450

THE TYLER CLEMENTI FOUNDATION 
The Tyler Clementi Foundation is an organization created 

by the Clementi family which seeks to prevent bullying  
through inclusion, assertion of dignity, and acceptance as  
a way to honor the memory of Tyler Clementi: a son, a brother, 
and a friend. 

In 2010, Tyler’s death became a global news story, 
highlighting the impact and consequences of bullying while 
sparking dialogue amongst parents, teachers, and students 
across the country. The story also linked to broader issues 
impacting youth and families such as LGBT inequality, safety 
in schools, youth in crisis, higher education support systems, 
and cyberbullying.

Not only does the foundation continue to carry the 
important message about the suicide risk facing many LGBT 
youth, which can be three to seven times more at risk for 
suicide than other youth, but The Tyler Clementi Foundation 
recognizes that our message of standing up to bullying speaks 
universally across all cultures and identities.

The Tyler Clementi Foundation encourages us all to 
become #Upstanders by taking the following pledge:
 •  I will stand up to bullying whether I’m at school, at 

home, at work, in my house of worship, or out with 
friends, family, colleagues, or teammates.

 •  I will work to make others feel safe and included 
by treating them with respect and compassion.

 •  I will not use insulting or demeaning language, 
slurs, gestures, facial expressions, or jokes about 
anyone’s sexuality, size, gender, race, any kind of 
disability, religion, class, politics, or other differences, 
in person or while using technology.

If I see or hear behavior that perpetuates prejudice:
 •  I will speak up! I will let others know that 

bullying, cruelty, and prejudice are abusive and not 
acceptable.

 •  I will reach out to someone I know who has been the 
target of abusive actions or words and let this person 
know that this is not okay with me and ask how I  
can help.

 •  I will remain vigilant and not be a passive audience or 
“bystander” to abusive actions or words.

If I learn in person or online that someone is feeling 
seriously depressed or potentially suicidal:
 •  I will reach out and tell this person, “Your life has 

value and is important, no matter how you feel at the 
moment and no matter what others say or think.”

 •  I will strongly encourage this person to get 
professional help.

Adapted from http://tylerclementi.org/about

Please join with us to be #Upstanders



Prism concerT
On February 19, we participated 

in the Greater Rochester Choral 
Consortium's free, biennial concert, 
A Taste of Song, at Kodak Hall at 
Eastman Theatre. The "prism" style 
of the concert allowed 19 groups to 
perform within 90 minutes, each 
singing for 5 minutes and followed 
immediately by another, staged 
throughout the theater. In total, 
nearly 600 singers performed, from 
children to seniors.

rochesTer regional 
healTh gala

On November 12, we performed at 
the Rochester Regional Health Gala, 
a popular, high-class event featuring 
entertainment along with dinner 
and dancing. We greeted the guests 
as they arrived at the Convention 
Center. We sang "Silent Movie," "I 
Close My Eyes," "Wedding Bell Blues," 
"Heatwave," and "A-Tisket, A-Tasket."

ToY drive for raihn 
Thank you to all who donated 

toys at our holiday concerts for 
the Rochester Area Interfaith 
Hospitality Network (RAIHN). 
This was the sixth year in a row that 
we have coordinated this toy drive 
for RAIHN, a nonprofit, interfaith 
organization that assists homeless 
families to achieve sustainable 
independence, supporting them with 
tailored services, including shelter, 
food, personalized case management 
services, and a diverse network of 
caring volunteers. 

The Rochester Gay Men’s Chorus is thrilled 
to continue to realize its mission statement 
out in the community by participating in 
varied and important events throughout the 
Greater Rochester Area.

RGMC OUT ON THE TOWN

A warm welcome to our new members!
Back row, left to right: Jim Rood, Tim Carl, Evan Church

Front row: Tyler Buchiero, Alex Corbett



KEYNOTES is the official newsletterof  the Rochester Gay Men’s 
Chorus and is published three times a year. The RGMC is solely 
responsible for its editorial content.

KEYNOTES is a collaboration of  several talented people. To place 
an advertisement, contact the RGMC at the chorus office at  
(585) 423-0650. Reproduction of  editorial or photo-graphic content 
without consent of  the Rochester Gay Men’s Chorus is strictly 
prohibited. Copyright 2017 RGMC Inc., 121 N. Fitzhugh St. #315, 
Rochester, NY 14614-1214, (585) 423-0650

Privacy Statement: The RGMC is very concerned with keeping your 
personal information private. The RGMC will not share or 
sell personal information to any third party.

SUPPORT THE RGMC WHILE YOU SHOP
Did you know you can support the chorus by shopping on amazon.com? 

The Amazon Smile program allows you to select a nonprofit organization 
that will receive a percentage of sales. Start your browsing at smile.
amazon.com for your purchase to benefit the chorus. Designate Rochester 
Gay Men’s Chorus Inc. as your organization of choice, and then shop as 
you normally would! 

MAKE YOUR SUMMER PLANS TODAY!

For event details, reservations, maps & more, visit:

JonesPond.com 585.567.8100

2017 Season Begins May 5th!

• Western New York’s only
 All-Male Campground

• Reservations going fast, many 
 weekends already sold out of
 cabins so don’t wait, book now!

• 22 different themed weekends, 
 outside entertainers, specials 
 — all on our website

Camper 
Russell

Sam Nicolosi: Art Director
wordsandimages53@gmail.com

(585) 325-5515

Allow us to design effective words & images 
to promote your business. 

Val Dimino: Marketing Director
valdimino@gmail.com 
(585) 503-8465



Join us at the Historic German House for  
More Than Us 4, an exciting evening of 
entertainment not only from the RGMC, but from 
our friends across the Greater Rochester Area. We 
are thrilled to have Matt Molloy of 13WHAM News 
hosting the event.

Cash bar opens at 5 pm, with a buffet dinner at 
6 pm and the show beginning at 7:30. Throughout 
the evening, there will be raffle prizes, silent 
auctions, and plenty of opportunities to mingle 
with friends, old and new.

The German House is located at 315 Gregory 
Street, in Rochester’s South Wedge.

Tickets for this special event are $55 each or $100 
for two, available at www.thergmc.org or by calling 
(585) 423-0650. 

Various levels of event sponsorship are available, 
with perks including tickets to our June concert 
and promotional opportunities for your business. 
See details on our website. If you would like to 
donate items for the silent auction or raffle, please 
contact our donation coordinators, Ted Smith  
at (585) 307-6466 or board@thergmc.org or  
Mark Brewer at (585) 278-7773 or mbrewer19@
hotmail.com.

We thank you for your support, and we look 
forward to sharing a fantastic evening with you!

We Will Rock You
June 17, 2017

They were pioneers in music and beyond, a cultural 
phenomenon, brilliantly excessive and seemingly 
fearless. They commanded the world's attention from 
stages and television screens with their singular sound, 
traversing genres to blend opera, gospel, disco, and 
anthem rock. Our season-finale concert will exclusively 
feature the music of Freddie Mercury and Queen.

Tickets can be purchased online at www.thergmc.org, 
by phone at (585) 423-0650, or in person at Parkleigh, 
Equal=Grounds, or from RGMC members.



 Member Spotlight: 
Robert Burch-Lau

In many ways, joining the Rochester 
Gay Men’s Chorus was a natural step for 
Robert Burch-Lau. He’s been a singer 
since the fourth grade, and he has fond 
memories of attending RGMC concerts 
with his parents when he was young. In 
spring 2015, he browsed a list of choral 
groups in Rochester in search of one to 
join, and the RGMC stood out.

“Best decision I could have made,” he says.
In one seemingly key regard, however, his choice to join may 

be surprising to some: he’s straight.
“I have felt very welcomed,” he says. “I was worried about that 

at first, but it is such a wonderful group of people that I perish 
the thought now.”

Robert’s experience is a great demonstration of the inclusivity 
on which the RGMC prides itself, welcoming anyone to 
join who shares in its vision of seeking “a better world for 
ourselves, our community, and our nation by sowing the seeds 
of harmony through the universal language of music.” The 
RGMC’s very foundation rests on embracing and fostering 
social diversity.

Robert says the RGMC is the most fun he’s had with a singing 
group since high school. “It has really been a blast!” he says.

The chorus has positively impacted his life in more ways than 
just the fun it provides: “Rather than being adrift in society, I 
really feel like part of a community,” says Robert.

A self-proclaimed “huge nerd,” his hobbies also include 
playing board and card games and going to musicals and plays 
around the city. Robert works in technical support with Unisys, 
a global IT company.

Having studied some computer science and psychology in 
the past, he enjoys working with computers so much that he 
decided to go back to school for programming. He is currently 
attending MCC and hopes to transfer to RIT next year. 

Asked how he would sum up his time with the RGMC thus 
far, Robert has no qualms about it: “The experience has been 
fantastic.”

 @rocgaychorus

www.facebook.com/
thergmc

Search for Rochester 
Gay Men’s Chorus

CONNECT WITH US ON  
SOCIAL MEDIA!

Donations Needed for Spring Fundraiser

 Just in time for spring cleaning, the chorus is seeking do-
nations of your unwanted stuff to help stock our upcoming 
Gayrage Sale fundraiser. We’ll gratefully accept just about 
anything, but please, no clothing, food, or X-rated items. To 
arrange a pickup of your items, email gayragesale@thergmc.org 
or call (585) 423-0650.

Be sure to stop by the sale: Friday, May 5, and Saturday, May 
6, 9 am to 4 pm each day, at 3 Elmcroft Road (on the corner 
of Elmcroft and Winton). This is the same weekend as the 
Browncroft neighborhood garage sales, so come on out for a 
day of bargain shopping!

All proceeds from our sale will benefit the mission activities 
of the chorus. We appreciate your support!



Maestro ($1000 and Over) 
Allstate Insurance
Anonymous
Anonymous
Jacqueline Archer
Colin Coffey  
 and Michael Brundage
Jim and Carl
David Knoll and David Skinner
Chuck Lundeen  
 and John Williams
John Owen
Alfred Stiller
William Valenti MD  
 and James Wolk
Thomas Wahl and Glen Skalny

Diva ($750 - $999)
Bob Caruso  
 and Dennis Rosenbaum
Matthew Fleig MD
H. Darrell Lance

Crooner ($500 - $749)
The College at Brockport
Dick Connett
Norman Horton
H Winn McCray
Gregory Partridge  
 and Douglas Potter
Tony Rizzo
Stephen Smith
Bill Soudan
John Yavonditte  
 and Thom Hutchison

Patron ($250 - $499)
Michael Allen
Lon Baratz and Joseph Arena
Mark Brewer  
 and Richard McGowan
David Champlin  
 and Frank Hanzel
Excellus Health Plan
Helendale Dermatology

Steven Jarose  
 and Marvin Ritzenthaler
Jason Juliano
John and Gary
Dee Miller and Kris Hunt
Robert Neale
Richard and Shirley Quataert
Terry Quataert
John Rutkowski 
Thomas Schumacher
Patty and Bill Strauss
Marsha Sundman  
 and Deidre Murphy
Karen and Walter Von Kaenel

Prima ($150 - $249)
Barbara E Ames  
 and Nancy A Kennedy
Douglas Deeley
J Ernest DuBois
Peter Elliott
Freewheelers Bicycle Shop  
 in Memory of Bobby Moore
Robert and Howard Green
Diane and Jerry Macaluso
Chris McCormack
David Merritt  
 and Michael Holden
Cristin Monahan
Glenn Nixon
Millie Piccione
Henry Schroeder
Judy and Allan Schwartz
Mark A Smith

Friend (Under $150)
Paul Allen
Uta Allers
Anonymous
Eugen and Karen Baer
Evelyn Bailey
Deanna Baker
Wanda Barber and Mimi Lucey
Mary C Barrett

Nancy Beck  
 and Frances Englund
Marcia Betlem
Marilyn Borer
Michael Carafos  
 and Mark Joseph
Robert Casey
Pat Cloonan
Charles Collins
Tom Crawford
George Cunic
Jerry DeFilipps  
 and bruce mcclung
Morey and Barb DeMay
Valerie Dimino
Giuseppe Erba  
 and Mark Pierzynski
Joanne Everts
Peter Fedele
Edith Findeis and Linda Loree    
 In Memory of Lou Vallone 
Fort Hill Liquor Store
Timothy Geen  
 and David Marshall
Cindy German
Mark Goodenough
Thomas and Carolyn Gorman
Anne and Dale Gulledge
Cat and Rusty
The Very Rev David Hefling  
 In Honor of Al Carvill
Sharon and Ronald Hilton
Marc Ellis Holland  
 and Ted Smith
Peter House  
 and Michael Hannen  
In Memory of Lou Vallone
In Memory of William A 
    and Francis Z Smith
In Memory of Walter Fendley
Eric Jacobson
Lyle Jenks
Lindsay and Paul Joansse
Joyce Kessel  
 and Leanna Manna
Michael Kusovich  
 and Steven Brewer
Glenn Leavy
Christopher Lindsey
Coy L Ludwig
Noreen Mastro  
 and Arlene Sherman
Dennis Mazur
Joan McCormick
Tom Menzel
Dan Meyers
Raymond Montanaro
Pat Moran
Nancy Pearce

Julie Petit
David and Joanne Poland
Vera S Powley
David Post
Darwin Prioleau
Marna Pritchard  
 and Tracy Myers
Margaret Quackenbush
Wendy Quarles and Jeff Dulko
Robert Read and Everett Orsini
Meredith Reiniger
Donald Rogers
Mike Rose
Jay Sackett
Edward T Schell III
Schuber Liquor Store
Katie Sharkey
Charlene Sherwood  
 and John Griffith 
Eleanor Siegfried
Dr Robert Strauss  
 in Memory of Bill Strauss
Laurie Strauss  
 and Timothy Warblow
Patricia Swinton
Michael Touhey  
 and Ronald Berry
Alyce Van Patten
Jim Villone and Dan Sapper
Lauren Wetzelberg
Jamie and Sally Whitbeck
Peter Woods
Vincent Yacobellis
Sue Yaniga 
 and Wanda DeFiore

A heartfelt thank-you to our donors

Mr Jean G. Thibodeau C.P.A.

31 Putting Green Lane  
Penfield, NY 14526 

585-586-6160

For all your Tax and Accounting needs:

“Call the Gay CPA”

Over 20 years of experience
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andFriday, June 2, 2017 • 8 pm 

Saturday, June 3 • 2 pm
These fun, one-of-a-kind performances at Blackfriars 

Theatre allow RGMC members to take on roles for which 
they would not traditionally be cast. 

For tickets and more information,  
visit www.thergmc.org or call (585) 423-0650.
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Tyler Hecht as Tyler Clementi 

Chandra Downs, mezzo-soprano 
Daniel Ihasz, baritone 

Alexander Kosmowski, tenor 
Perrin Yang, RPO violinist

Including the Rochester premiere of Tyler’s Suite


